WHO IS SAFE IN THIS SCENE AND WHO ISN'T?

SEE IF YOU CAN SPOT ALL 15 DANGERS AND USE YOUR SAFETY KNOWLEDGE TO MAKE SURE YOU HAVE A GREAT TIME EVERY TIME YOU'RE AT THE BEACH.
1. People near cliff edge playing football
2. Man fishing without lifejacket
3. Boy in the water in a non-lifeguarded area
4. Man looking at phone, about to step on jellyfish
5. Swimmer heading for rocks
6. People stranded on sandbank
7. Surfers in swim area – man also falling off
8. Storm approaching
9. Person looking very cold
10. Girl being pulled away in a rip current
11. Man with sunburn
12. Lost child
13. Man asleep on inflatable being pulled out on tide – about to be hit by watercraft
14. Boy with hand in air – in trouble in watercraft area
15. Woman in boat doesn’t have lifejacket